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The establishment of GEM market for many in the motherboard market 
listing of small and medium-sized enterprises to provide a platform for 
financing, not only promoted the development of our country economy, also 
make our country set up multi level capital market and a big step forward. 
However, the GEM market also like the motherboard market, still no perfect 
delisting system problems. China has joined the WTO after more than a decade, 
we will not stop China's capital market internationalization tendency. Our 
motherboard market retreating system has become a mere formality, received 
much criticism. And China also has been looking forward to the new power to 
drive the motherboard market system reform. In the GEM market, the parties 
have been trying to appeal to the early introduction of delisting system, and 
expect to do pioneering work board and built a" can come in and go out" double 
channel financing development platform, and enhance its innovative features, to 
promote the vigorous development. 
This paper mainly make a reasonable assumption of the Gem delisting 
system through analyzing the China's motherboard market retreating system’s 
deficiency, and the developed capital market system’s mature experience, 
combined with China's national conditions. 
This paper is divided into four chapters.  
The first chapter is the GEM market of overall status of basic overview and 
introduction in China; 
 The second chapter is about the Chinese listed companies the delisting 
mechanism analysis and research, and summarizes the problems and lessons;  
The third chapter is the overseas mature stock market delisting system of 
research, access to a variety of useful experience;  














system’s specific measures. 
The innovation point of this paper is the comparative method, through the 
analysis of China's current motherboard market delisting system of defects, as 
well as the experience of the overseas mature delisting mechanism of securities 
market. We lay a solid foundation to build our country GEM market of the 
delisting mechanism. 
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